Woody Point
Beach House
A bespoke design
centrepiece - the perfect
blend of form and function

The owner of Dixon Homes purchased a home in the coastal community of Woody Point,
north of Brisbane, with the vision of transforming it into their dream family home.
They contacted B&D to help create an aesthetic solution that could also survive
the harsh wear and tear of the elements.
Tom Hammond, B&D’s National New Housing Manager recalls “We met on site
and discussed how the garage door would have a great presence on the build,
accounting for around 60 per cent of the facade of the home.” In this situation the
aesthetic bearing the garage door would have on the property was enormous.

The Task
Create an integrated cladding sectional garage door system that
allows the door itself to disappear into the facade, providing a
seamless look to the home while taking into consideration the
home’s proximity to the water.

The Solution
B&D created a customised,
integrated cladding sectional
garage door system. This allows
the door itself to disappear into
the facade, providing a seamless
look to the home.
The design used a Castellated
batten material as it features:
Hard wearing, sustainable
resin/timber composite that
doesn’t move like timber.
Less maintence and a lighter
weight due to its moulded form.

Want to see what
B&D can do for
your home?
Visit bnd.com.au
or call 13 62 63.

Paired with this clever design
is the use of the latest smart
technology, allowing secure
access control to the home via
an app. This Smart Door solution
provides the ability to open and
close the garage from a mobile
smart phone anywhere in
the world*.
It also provides monitored
access to the garage, sending
a message whenever the door is
operated or obstructed. Creating
the perfect blend of safety,
security and convenience.

Wide range of colours

“The home owner wanted a colour that
wasn’t too dark and blended beautifully
into the coastal surroundings. They selected
‘Weatherwood’, a light charcoal colour in
a matte finish.

connection availability.

“I’m glad Tom presented this option to me; it was the
right decision. Now my neighbours want one just like it!”
The owner of Dixon Homes
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PRODUCTS USED:
Door Model:
Designer Series Biowood
Material: Castellated 35
Weatherwood
Upgrades: FlushMount System,
extra Biowood Panels for Facade

